Case Discussion in English for Residents

**Aim**
# To develop competence of communicating in English with patients, their family and other health care professionals.
# To prepare for clinical training or research overseas.
# To provide residents with a chance that cannot usually be experienced in community hospitals.

**Class**

**Time** 18:30-, every other week
(July 3, 54-Year-Old Woman with Persistent Cough)

**Place** Residents’ room in Osaka Univ. Hospital

**Content** Role play based on Scenario
  - History taking, Differential diagnosis, Work-ups and Management

Bukasa Kalubi, MD, Ph.D. (facilitator), kalubi@edu.med.osaka-u.ac.jp
Kenji Watabe, MD, Ph.D. (coordinator), watabe@gh.med.osaka-u.ac.jp